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New director of FAA outlines
North Dakota 's airway future
meet some new faces as well. I

believe this is my fourth trip to

Arthur Varnado

It seenns that no speech is

complete without the inclusion
of some statistics - oftentimes
designed to baffle or bambozal
an audience, so allow me to get
the gee whizzes out of the way
early.

at January
convention

~

vice to our nation's cities has
decreased, because of deregulation and the airlines shift to
larger and faster aircraft for major hub service, the
role of general aviation in providing air access has taken a
significant turn.

level weather modification pro-

4
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in most areas of aviation activity, the air taxi and commuter
is

industry

experiencing

.._. ._ unparalleled growth;- This pat-_

Forks, probably sometime in tern of high grbw'th rate is ex:-

pected to continue through the

gram in the world. In addition, May.
As all of you are well aware,
U.N.D. is the only university in
are witnessing some rather
we
offers
that
States
United
the
courses in air traffic leading to dramatic changes in aviation.
an associate degree. These are I thought it might be apcommendable achievements propriate to spend a few

early 1980s. With the move to
larger aircraft and greatly expanded route structures, many
of the commuter carriers will
resemble the local service car-

minutes talking about some of riers of an earlier day and time.
presently working in the state indeed.
This trend is easy to
the more obvious ones, the
I
goals
first
the
of
One
per5
about
which represents

understand when you consider
that fewer than 500 airports
across the nation are served by
regularly scheduled airlines.
The other 13,000-plus airports
must rely on general aviation
for their air connections to
other points through air taxi

private planes.
This situation is especially
true here in North Dakota, and
throughout the entire Rocky
Mountain Region for that matter. We are a rather sparsely
populated region when compared with the rest of the na-

are airway facilities offices at
Bismarck, Fargo, Grand
Forks, Minot, Watford . City,
Dickinson, and Jamestown. We

some real progress in that
direction in the past,« few
months. I am convinced that
there must be good dialogue

underlying causes of these
changes, and what they will
mean to the future of aviation.
From a national perspective,
economic conditions have had a
significant and direct impact
on the health of the aviation industry. The sharp rises in fuel

- Dickinson, Grand Forks,
Jamestown, and Minot, and
four airport traffic control
towers - Bismarck, Fargo,
Grand Forks and Minot. We
also have a flight standards
district office at Fargo and an
airport district office here at
Bismarck.
The F.A.A. payroll last year
was$3.85 million. In fiscal yeat

tion community if we in the
F.A.A. are to be effective. It is
also important for us to get a
reading from the'aviation users
on the quality of service we are
providing and what improve.
ments are needed.
As a means of accomplishing

chasing power, and falling corporate profits have all had a
strong dampening effect on the
aviation industry.
Air carrier and general aviation activity were both down in
1980. Airline passenger travel
dropped off some 5 percent

of listening sessions throughout
the region, beginning last May.

combetween
reported heavy losses. In distances
general, aviation production munities. To illustrate the

cent of the total Rocky Moun- established after coming on
tain Region work force. There board was to improve comare 17 F.A.A. field facilities in munications with the people we

North Dakota. Eight of these serve. I think we have made

have four flight service stations with all segments of the avia- prices, declining consumer pur- service, business aircraft and

4

this, we embarked on a series .from 1979, and the airlines have tion, and there are considerable

1980, we granted more than $3.5 We held a session here in levels were down some 2,000 distance factor, the scheduled
air service trip length in this
million to six airports in the Bismarck in late September, units from 1979.

region are about 60 percent
longer than the national
average. Hence, the airplane
takes on added importance as a

state under the airprot develop- and I thought it went very well.
The turnout was outstanding
ment aid program.
I would certail~ be remiss if and there were some excellent
I didn't acknowl ge the splen- questions. As a matter of fact,

Realistically, I don't think we
can expect any significant turnaround 1 in most aviation activity until the economy

underway at the university of nearly every location. These

recession.

shortly after I arrived in -the and I plan to start another

to recover and a similar up- ting aviation activity in this

that about one-third of the stu- spring. Looking ahead, we are

' - development. The Rocky Moungeneral aviation.
Interestingly, there is one tain region alone has about half

did aviation program that is the attendance was good at
North Dakota. I had the sessions were extremely propleasure of visiting- U.N.D ductive from our standpoint,

recovers

from the current means of transportation and,
As

the

nation's indeed, to our economic well

economy improves, air carrier being.
passenger travel should begin - The other major factor affec-

region and was pleased to learn round of listening sessions this swing can be expEcted. m region
dent population is involvedin pianmng a session in Grand

.aviation in some way.
John Odegard, who heads the
aviation department is to be

Icommendecf for his efforts in
ideveloping the only college-

i

~

In sharp contrast to a decline

'!galf:,-@Mp/
.

55-2- North Dakota has 223 airports ----carrier. Of these, 125 are public
use facilities. There are more
than 3,700 licensed pilots in
North Dakota and 1,900
registered aircraft in the state.
The FAA has 168 employees

deregulation

has had a dramatic impact on
air transportation as a whole.

12
1~#:1
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in Bismarck

In terms of aviation activity,

- 216 general aviation and 7 air

Airline

dustry.

.

you are no doubt aware that

-

the air taxi and commuter in-

FAA head

been thoroughly impressed by
the level of aviation interest.

|

~

ward trend. That is, of course,

~

8 ! j,

As scheduled air carrier ser-

your fine state and I must say
that on each occasion I have

~

~

Text of speech
by Denver

~.~vn~ TA&afntipni9s~jy ~oo

notable exception to this down-

...

...

I am delighted to be here in
North Dakota once again. It

4

'FAA payroll hits ~3.85 million
in North Dakota'
.__

is

energy

resource

of the nation's energy resource
reserves in the fornn of coal,

-

uranium and oil. It has all of the

high grade oil shale and der

_

Continued On Next Fage

~

Energy resources development factor
Cont. Frdm PagE One

2

f will play an ever increasing

local planning and government accident in 1979 and two in 1980,

posits that are lying in wait to' role in meeting our total trans-

funding cycles is a barrier that with no fatalities in either year.

resources of this country and ~ ahead.

with the rapid expansion of shows 8 accidents in 1979 with

munities located near energy we are all vitally concerned
developments in the states of how and where every tax dollar
this region, we are seeing is spent, this becomes a very

munities are hard pressed to only offsetting factor in this
come up with matching funds. case is that the rate of ac-

replace both- the declining oil portation needs in the years

prevents us from keeping pace The air taxi safety record

How do we accommodate this such needs. A corollary to this 10 fatalities, and 11 accidents
the ready sources of foreign oil.
When you look at many com- future growth? At a time when ' problem is that these com- in 1980 with six fatalities. The

The
population increases that dou- important , question.
ble, triple, or even quadruple Federal Aviation Administrawithin a year or two. These tion's key concern is safety for

Air traffic management is
another concern that arises in
connection with commuter/air
taxi operators. Fortunately, we

are experiencing severe grow- cluding the air travelling
ing pains and are scrambling public. Let me just touch upon a

region, except for major metro- records, I have established a
politan areas like Denver-so special air taxi/air carrier ac-

As far as preparing for future

and bad weather, however, can taxi management personnel to

cidents per number of operations was about the same for
both years. But we must do better.

communities - - and we have all users of the national air are blessed with a fair surplus To counter any alarming
identified some 300 of them - transportation system, in- of unused airspace in this trends in air taxi safety

for the means to provide few of the programs and areas we have not encountered pro- cident prevention program in
necessary community services, of concern that will affect avia- blems with direct routing of which our district office personsuch flights. High mountains nel are to work closely with air
including transportation.
tion in the years ahead.
What

does

energy

this

.

develop good, safe operating
development growth mean for aviation needs and problems in be a problem.
Certainly one of our principal practices.
aviation - and especially com- connection, with energy
muter/air tax service? During development, we ' are working

concerns is commuter/air taxi

While we are on the subject of

the past 2 years, air taxi and closely with officials of the safety, allow me to gee whiz safety, you may have read

commuter

operations

have Department of Energy and

you again by saying that a look recently that 1980 was the

grown about twice as fast as air with state transportation and at the commuter airline safety safest in the history of commercarrier operations. In terms of aeronautical directors who are

passenger enplanements, commuter service has grown
almost five times faster than
air carrier, and air taxi
enplanements grew about
seven times faster than air carrier dnplanements.

closely attuned to planning for
the needs of energy impacted
communities.
One of the problems we've

encountered is that present
facility establishment criteria
will allow few of the needed air-

General Eiviation is now big port facility improvements to
business, a way of life, and an be made. Even if and when they
important meansof travel. It do, the time lag associated with

record in the region shows one

Continued On Next Page

Get Broad Coverage ...
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Stop wild buckwheat,

sunflowen, and kochia

:5*--i.

~nwheatand ba/ley

BROMINAL herbicide can also be
BROMINAL® and BROMINAL PLUS
broadleaf herbicides can control tough tankmixed with 2,4-D and MCPA amine
weed seedlings that resist 2,4-D-like . or esters for wider spectrum broadleaf
Both BROMINAL and
wild buckwheat, sunflowers, and kochia. control.
BROMINAL PLUS herbicides can be
You get 6ver 40 broadleaf weeds in all!
And you get more time to control tankmixed with Avenge® for wild oat them-BROMINAL·can be safely ap- control. And both can be tankmixed

plied from grain emergince until weeds

BROMINAL and BROMINAL
PLUS broadleaf herbicides-

1~2~se byprecoc~otru~llij~o~~~rge e~~

ly pays off at harvest.

and that helps build top yields.

%~t#zrttI1BrtrY2zr'B,Zm~e~~ isa

'91~~
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS COMPANY. INC.
~70-Trim AMBLER. PA 19002

unDERWRITInG
SPEC ALISTS

with liquid fertilizers.

are m the 3-to-4 leaf stage. BROMINAL
PLUS can be applied from the beginning
of tillermg up to the boot stage. You,

AvIATIon

they're an investment that realBROMINAL is a-registered trademark of Union Car-

-

YOUR BROAD COVERAGE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS - WITH COLLECTIVELY OVER 65 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN
AVIATION INSURANCE.

THAT'S WHY 4 YEARS AGO OUR NAME
BECAME WHAT WE REALLY ARE -

AVIATION UNDERWRITING
SPECIALISTS

---

.....

'BROMINAFPLUs fs· 1

For FBO's-

-FULLLINECOVERAGE
•HULLCOVERAGE
•AIRCRAFTLIABILITY
•PRODUCTSLIABILITY
•PREMISESLIABILITY
•HANGAR KEEPERS LIABILITY •CARGOLIABILITY
-ANDMORE-

th Spas BROMINAL 5

For AG Operators:
•HULLCOVERAGE
•AIRCRAFT LIABILITY
•CHEMICAL DRIFT LIABILITY
•FARMER/OWNER/GROWER COVERAGE
•SPRAYINGCITIESANDTOWNSCOVERAGE
{Ii·~·.~.'.-:--1--16,EESS:%»..

For Private Owners:

J

•AIRCRAFTLIABILITY
•HULL DAMAGE

Get the ones that got tough weeds. BROMINAL/BROMINAL PLUS
-)

•NON-OWNER DAMAGE

ASK AUS

800-325-8079

'11

--

Area representative- L. JOHNWEBER

Distributed by:

AVIATIOn
unDERwAITInG

0**lund Chemical
Box 440

SPEC:10:ILISTS

Fargo, N.D. 58107

701-282-7300
Page 2
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Zero accidents is FAA'S goal
Cont. From Page Two

...

cial aviation. There was only
one fatal crash involving a Part
121 carrier. That was the air

'11 % reduction achieved'

...

commissioned by 1985, with the
remaining 47 to be commissioned at a later date. The location

identified for the automated

Wisconsin accident last June in
flight service station here in
which 13 people were killed. crease both total capacity and . The program would apply to North Dakota is Grand Forks. I
The previous record was set 47

years earlier in 1933 when 17

instrument training capacity.

Another is the commuter airport program.
As you know, the Airline Deregulation Att of 1978 contained
provisions - which sparked a

127 airports that are either

might add that construction of

served by commuter airlines or
designated as requiring essential air service. The criteria for
imcommuter
airport
provements is based on a mini-

a flight service station at
Arapahoe County Airport just
south of Denver started this
past fall. This facility will serve
as the prototype or model of the

' Unfortunately, those of us in air carrier industry and which mercial passenger enplanethe business of aviation safety also provided for . scheduled, ments - a figure used in all
are never able to rest on our essential air service to small present versions of A.D.A.P.
laurels because there's only communities.
: legislation considered by conone acceptable figure - and
Last week in Washington, gress.
~
,
that, of course, is zero ac- D.C., I participated on a panel
Of 16 airports in the Rocky
cidents. We must continue our for a commuter airline sym- Mountain region listed to

stations.
Another subject which I'm
sureis of interest to you is aid
for airports. As you probably

were killed. We also achieved

an 11 percent reduction in

general- aviation accidents in
the Rocky Mountain region in
1980.
rapid growth in the commuter mum level of 2,500 annual com- - new automated flight service

efforts to make flying safer - posium

at- which ' the, ad- receive

whether it be commercial air ministra tor announced,
transportation or general avia- F.A.A.'s recommendations for '
tion..r the commuter airport pro-:'
As for some_of the other pro- gram. In essence, F.A.A. programs that will affect aviation, poses a 5-year, $159 million pro--

know, the airport development
aid program terminated on
September 30th, with the ex-

commuter ·airport piration of legislation which

benefits, instrument labding
systems- are recommended for
two locations in North Dakota
- Devils Lake and Williston.
This would probably take place

authorized the program. Differences between house and
senate versions of follow-on
legislation were so great that
agreement could not be reach-

one is the satellite airport pro- gram (about equally split be- in the third year of the program ed by the end of the session.

gram. This, as most of, you tween F&E and A.D.A.P. fun- - 1985.
As a result, action on legisknow, is an effort to make alter- ding).
Another major objective of lation is now up to the new connative airports more attractive
The F & E funding would .the F.A.A.
that is directed gress, and recognizing that the

to the general aviation pilot. cover approach and navigation primarily at general aviation is new administration may wish

When completed, 86 airports in aids while A.D.A.P. funding
56 metropolitan areas will have would cover land purchases,

the flight service station auto- to completely rethink the promation program. The program gram, it could be late summer,

prove their responsiveness to such other airport improvegeneral aviation needs. The ments as runway extensions

flight service stations into 61 continuance of A.D.A.P.
automated facilities.
There are, of course, a
Of the 61 flight service number of other programs
stations, 14 are scheduled to be
Continued On Next Page

received federal support to im- facility site preparation, and will consolidate the 318 existing at the earliest, before there is a
program alms are short-term and taxiways, apron and termidevelopment projects that in- nal buildingimprovements.

~
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poison control

monthly for its members and

of the 3-b Aeronautics Commis-

Bisinardk' Hospital ·

CO-PUBLISHERS
North Dakota Aviation Association and Prairie West Publica-

St. Luke's Hospital
5th St. North & Mills Ave. 58102

By Ron Ehlers, NDAAA President

232 N. 6th St. 58501

sion.

FARGO (701) 280-5575

tions.

EDITORIAL ADVISORS
Robert Odegaard, Larry Linrud,

Poison Control Center
United Hospitals
1200 S. Columbia Rd. 58201

,

Andersen a*d Jack Daniels.

JAMESTOWN

William Beeks, Ron Ehlers, Fred

Larry Lindrud, Tri-State Aviation at Wahpeton, is the

.

. man to call, write or see about what you thinK the NDAA
should be doing, should not be doing etc.. We need your input

(701) 252-1050, Ext. 291

ADVERTISING MANAGER

- Help

Poison Control Center

Richard K. Estes

Jamestown Hospital
419 5th St.. N.F..58401
MINOT (701) 857-2553

ADDRESSALL
CORRESPONDENCE TO:
Prairie West Publications
Box 832
Wahpeton, ND 58075

Poison Control Center
St. Joseph's Hospital
3rd St. & 4th Ave. 58701'

PROMPT

along the western border of North Dakota - especially in the

·

,

dry -southwest might,be looking at your winter wheat and
watching for this pest.

OONEY AIRCRAFT
Our 35th year of Sales & Service

PROPELLER
GOVERNOR
'AND

:Ill.- -./. . .-==-

OVERHAUL ~ & SALES
MALTON

WINNIPEG

EDMONTON

0

All Propellers and Governors
CANADIAN TAXES NOT APPLICABLE
Your dollar buys.20% mdre in friendly Canada.

1978 Mooney 201

1965 Mooney Super 21

TT650 Full King I FR,
Feb.'81 Annual

250 SMOH, Full I FR,
Fresh Annual

Willmar Air Service Inc.
Municipal Airport

Western Propeller (WPG) LTD
1930 Sargent Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba

April 1981
--

us.

Our Montana neighbors are having Army Worm problems - in the middle of March. You Operators and Growers

SERVICE

/

.

All you 137 operators owe a hoDDer full of thanks to Bill
Beeks and Harold Vavra. Through a joint effort of NDAA and
the Aeronautics Commission proposed legislation was
defeated. This legislation had it passed would have cost you a
bundle. What does your Association do for you? ? ?
Bill will be spending several more days at the capitol as
there is pending legislation that will affect all Aircrait
Owners.

GRAND FORKS
(701) 780-5000, Ext. 5282

EDITOR
Patricia J. Estes

~

President

BISMARCK (701) 223-4357
I others in the ND Aviation in- ,
,.:
__IJ.:-T--h ~. »dustry; carrying the official news.,- Poison,Control-Center

(204) 772-0577

Willmar, MN 56201

aruce Jaeger, Pres.

Telex 0755223

612-235-4844 or After Hours 612-235-7985
GOOD SELECTION ON NEWAND USEDMOONEYS
CALL FOR DEMO TODAY!

Relative Wind
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No A.D.A.P. action
until this summer

Thanks ...

Cont. From Page Three

proposal involves certain
either underway or planned restrictions to aviation agrithat will affect the future of cultural operations in the use of
certain types of chemicals.
aviation.

f

,,

..e ,

,

,

organizations

r
MULL

.F %/t

;

One is the microwave landing There has been a great deal of
system. The international civil interest in this proposal, as evi-

aviation

*

landing guidance system for quiries. No Tinal decision has

».

advantages over the present ly appreciate your interest in

I'li i

i

,

the future. It offers a number of been made, as yet, but I can ful-

'

I.L.S., but perhaps the most hearing the outcome ofthis pro-

1

significant is its greater opera- posed rule as soon as possible.
Before I conclude my
tional flexibility offering pilots

that spells out 10 alternative understand that in the last 10
strategies for introducing the years there have been four
agricultural aviation fatalities,
equipment at airports.
Public hearings to discuss the well below the national
transition to the new landing average. According to our

system were held at several statistics, in 1979, using 325 air-

locations earlier this month, in- craft, these operators sprayed i

cluding one at Denver on some 3.6 million acres without
January 7th. The F.A.A.'s deci- a single fatality. I urge you to
sion to implement the M.L.S. keep up the good work.

I

will not be made until after
we've received and thoroughly
reviewed comments from the
aviation community and the
public.

As a final subiect, I would

like to mention the notice of
proposed rulemaking to amend
Part 137 of the Federal Aviation

Regulations, which deals with
agricultural operations. This

C.

Thank you.

approved proofread ads.
ment to the bill.
Errors in non-proofread ads

will be adjusted by 1096 off the
NEXT ad run.

Dan Wakefield

ND AVIATION ASSN. OFFICERS
President: Ron Ehlers, Dickinson
Air Service, Dickinson, ND.
Vice-President: Larry Linrud, TriState Aviation, Inc., Wahpeton,
ND.

Secretary: Arnie Widmer, Widmer
Flying Services, Crete, ND 58020.

1976 CESSNA 182 11

1800 TT, 350SMOH, 2-K-*-1708's, KMA 20
Audio Panel W/3 LMB, KR 86 ADF, KT 76A
X ponder, GS, EGT, Carb, Air Temp., LH Ar
tlculating Seat, T Windows, Quick Drain,
winter Kit. RH Hinged Window, LR Fuel,
200A Pilot, NDH, Aug. Annual, Green/White.
Green Interior. N9886M

$28,000.00

1981-PIPERWARRIOR
Radio ADF·Trasp. A Good Trainer.

STAN -~AER*

»==«Thlaii,Sourcd)

Immediate Past President: Bill
Beeks, Central Flying Service,
Washburn, ND.

Executive Secretary: Jack Daniels,

Serv-Air Accessories, Inc., Willis-

ton, ND.

Delegate to National Agricultural
Assn.: Bob Odegaard, Odegaard

Aviatioin, Inc., Kindred, ND.
-

$34,000.00
1967 BELL 47G#A HELICOPTER

Has Sprayer With No-Efar-Kit - With New
Type Tail Rotor. 550 SMOH 600 HR's to 1200
HR. High Skids· Radio.

$65,000.00

1967 C31OL
plusaltitudehold, MAY 1980 annual

For over 40 years, we have been doing custom
overhauls and exchanges on Pratt and Whitney
R985, R1340, R1830-92 engines, and all Continental and Lycoming engine models, plus
related cylinders and accessories. All overhauls

are covered by our 150 hour or 6 month warranty.
Our large parts inventory minimizes your down-

time without overlooking quality.

Standard Aero is a Continental and Lycoming

authorized distributor and can supply new,
rebuilt and remanufactured engines. All

1968 PAWN E E 260
Flagger

1978 C ESSNA 182RG I I
1200 TT, SPOH. 720 Nav/Com. GS. 300 ADP,
300 X-ponder, 200 A/pilot, Post Lights,
Courtesy Lights, Rear Seat Vents, Hobbs,
RH Hinged Window, Winter Kit, Marker
Beacom, Blue/White, Blue Interior. N7369X

NDH

$40,000.00

1980 PIPER ARCHER IS
TT , like new.

1966 SKYLANE
1600 TT. Like New.

$14,500.00

1970 PIPER NAVAJO B
2700 TT, 1350 SMOH, L&R, 2-KX-1708'§, KR85 ADF, KT-76 X-ponder, 190 DME, KNX 40
Radar, 11 IC A/pilot with Couplen, GS, C.
Pilot Instruments, C. Pilot Brakes. Cabin ·
Divider, Executive Tables L & R, Tilet &
Bar, Oxygen, Tinted Windows Floor Run·
ner, Rull DEICE, Hot Windshield, Stobe, 8
Seats, Nov. Annual, Blue/Red/White, Red
Interior, NDH N6647L

$125,000.00

450 Hf, 250 HRS, B Mael High Density
Combo, 80 Gal. Fuel, 12 volt, Side Load, Nav
Lights, APU, In Line Strainer, Pilot Cool

t.$64,000.00
1974 SKYHAWK
TT740, Like New

$18,500.00

BELL 476381 HELICOPTER

1974 BEECH BARON MODEL 58
1150 TT A & E, New Annual, Blue & Red On :
white, Original palm. KX175, KX170,
KRBSBOF, RNAV. Flight Director, Auto
pilot, RCA Scout Il Digital Radar. New
Boots, Slave Gyro. Alcohol ProDs & Windshield. Heater Recently Overhauled.

1974 PIPERARCHER

aircraft engine overhaul and distribution facili-

4OOSMOH, 1500 TT. 2 Radios

Ponder

$139,000.00

CALL FOR PRICE

1971 PIPER WARRIORII

1976 CESSNA 172

176 TTSN. 6kec Gr6@, King 1708. Xponder. No Damage History. Red & Go¢d

CALL.FOR
SPECIAL PRICE

ty. For more information, clip and send the

ing engines:

$13,500.00

Zero Since 1200. Turbo Charger. Radio Like
Newl

2300 TT, 300 SMOH,. 2 Radlos, AFD, X-

Yes, I would like more information on the follow-

450 TT KX-1708, KT-78 X-ponder, Pilot Heat,
Post Lights, ELT, Brown/While, Tan Interlor. N2589( NDH

1978 AG CAT

$15,500.00

customs clearance is done by our broker HA &
JL Wood in Pembina, ND at no charge to you.
Standard Aero is Canada's largest independent

following to: Standard Aero Ltd., Hangar No. 6,
International Airport, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada, R2R0SS, or call 204-775-9711, or telex
07-57878, attention Len Ralkie

1979 PIPER TOMAHAWK

350
$39,500.00
-4

4150TT, 300 SMOH/L, 1400 SRMF/R, 3bladed props, I FR, DME, coupled auto-pilot,

19-73 PA-36-285 PAWNEE BRAVE
1117TT,

200

since

damage. like new

C-model

engine. Ao

Over White CALL FOR PRICE
1968180AARROWMODEL 68
200 SMOH, 2106TT, IFR

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE
1972 CESSNA 421 GOLDEN EAGLE

1977 CESSNA 712
1JOTT, 900SFNE,-f6Tl IFR, no damage,

green/orange over white, new annual

$18,900.00

1

-1

2025TT, left 800hrs., right 710 hn, 2 heavy
cases, CESSNA 400 radio group, 800 DME.
RMI a/c, AVQ/47 radar, 2·400 X-ponders.

flight director. HSI. alcohol windshield. full

4-

de-iced.

NOWOPEN-HELICOPTERFLIGHT
SCHOOL - Call Us For Information

/

/

Jamestown Aviation, Inc.

Name:
Addre«:

Page 4
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Any error in customer approv41 ad will NOT result in adjust-

C#Mmmi

Phone No ·

,

Thanks, Dan Wakefield, for all your contributions in helping to found NDAA. That was the message given to Dan
when NDAA presented him with a plague during the
January awards banquet. Jack Daniels did the honors.

Treasurer: Fred Andersen, Aviation
Services, Inc., Minot, ND.

Publishing firm responsible
ONLY for accuracy of customer

,

1, 4 ~ ~'',~p ~~r, '~J1104 . 5 .&.1./

rze:t~lti~· :psproh~cr~ ZZrec*Tont~rt~Lanna~ 5

remarks, I want to take this opportunity to commend the 230
agricultural operators in the
state of North Dakota for their
excellent safety record. I
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has denced by the 3,500 comments

a wide range of approach paths
to the landing runway. The
F.A.A. is now asking for public
comment on a draft microwave
landing system transition plan

*

Post Office Box 427
Jamestown, North Dakota 58401
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Beet growers' president defends

herbicide and pesticide application
By Nancy Erickson Johnson

cheaply as possible. So the con-

One of the functions of the
Red River Valley Sugarbeet
Growers Association is protec-

with me because I have to have

sumer shares the responsibility
for possible chemical problems ~

those ~ chemicals to deliver
cheap food, cheap sugar," he
pointed out.

ting the tools of agriculture, ac-

cording to President Mike
Warner of Halstad, Minn.
Defending the use of farm her-

"That's the tact that we take.
We testified in front of the

bicides and pesticides has been
one of his duties during the past
year.
During 1980, the Friends of
the Earth made an effort to
have 2,4-D use severly
restricted. The RRVSGA,
under Warner's direction,
helped members petition the
Environmental
Protection
Agency to deny the FOE petition and continue scientific

testing.

"as I
The FOE study
understand it, was basically a

science advisory panel of the

L

EPA in behalf of a wild oat herbicide. It worked, we came in

0

or the other. We can use those
kinds of tactics too. Sure, we
could ask them, if we quit using
2,4-D, you pick out which 30
million people in the world
aren't going to eat. We can use
that, but it doesn't accomplish
anything. The name calling, the
fighting back and forth is not

survey by a bunch of local peo- going to solve the problem.

ple in Oregon," Warner said.
"The tragedy of the whole
"They liked to use words like thing, as I see it now, is that the
mutant, premature births, same people, be it the Friends
cancer. They have a very noble of the Earth, or whoever, they
thought, their motives are very have beat it so hard that the
honorable, and I don't question backlash is going to prevent
their sincerity.
just that from happening. They
"But it is like so many other are turning out to be their own

things, it just isn't all one way worst enemies," he speculated.

talking more sense and we'
were listened to," he continued.
"They didn't use reason, they
didn't use proper channels,
they used scare tactics. Now it
is going to backlash."
Looking at the problem from
the point of view of a farmer,
Warner said, "We use those
chemicals and now dog gone it,
if they cause cancer, or if they
mess up my genes so that I pass
along a weakness to the next
generation, I want to know
about that. I am sincere about
that. I am all for the studies.
But in the meantime, we can't
just indiscriminantly take all
farm chemicals out of the picture.
"The consumer wants food as

Members of the panel told
Warner he was the first farmer
they had received testimony

...

...

*

from, which greatly surprised

him.
"I just assumed there had
been hundreds of farmers there
before.
Warner said he thought the
EPA panels had many
members he called "academics
discussing how many angels
can dance on the head of a pin."
He continued with a warning,
appearing in
Farmers
Washington provide some of
the reality, Warner said.

~

The EPA chemical review process:
there use should be restricted,

Against Registration (RPAR)
is a fact-findng procedure the
Protection
Environmental
Agency employs to determine if
a pesticide poses an unreason-

the RPAR process states that a
pesticide is "guilty until
Unfortunately, .the approach proven innocent,"
~
EPA is taking to the RPAR RPAR notices have been
process is not reasonable. It issued for a number of
is turning a fact-finding pro- pesticides, including Toxcedure into a witch hunt. Any aphene, 1080, Benlate, Kerb
individual, regardless of his Maneb, Captan EDG, and
qualifications to assess the 2,4,5-T. Many other chemicals
validity of the information, can are gn the list and an RPAR

the environment. If certain risk
criteria are met or exceeded,
EPA presumes the pesticide
should not be registered. It is
the responsibility of the manu-

exceeded one or more of the
criteria in the RPAR section of
FIFRA and thereby trigger an
RPAR for that chemical.
Details of the study in question

By Rick Main
Author Rick Main is pesticide consultant to the Na.
lionaj Association of Wheat Growers.

Rebuttable

Presumption

modified, or banned.

able adverse effect on man or cite a study in which a chemical

prices would rise sharply. To
date, no RPAR'd pesticides
have been cancelled, or, for
that matterugiv@i J·-elehn -billsof health. True to form, the
EPA takes years to make a
decision regarding RPAR'd
pesticides, even though the
deadline for some RPAR'd products, established by EPA's

will be issued for them as timetable, is past.

soon as the bureaucratic process allows. Eventually, all
pesticides will be RPAR'd.
What happens if an RPAR'd
pesticide is not defended

In order to respond to an
RPAR notice, much time

money, and work are required

of a lot of people. What is needed from the farmers and ranch-

facturer to rebut the presump- do not have to be available to successfully by the registrant? ers is benefit data: such things
tion - and to prove there is no EPA to risger RPAR. RPAR's

approach, for several products have been

unreasonable

The product's registration may as what kinds of pesticides are

bemodified orcancelled!

being used, in what quantity,

doesn't it? We are all con- triggered by someone citing a
sumers. We all have to live in Russian or East German study.
this environment. None of us Try to utilize a Russian study,

If the products presently on the effectiveness of the
the RPAR list were all banned, pesticide, and any problems,
agricultural production would either with the pesticide and

destroyed. Reasonable people any country other than the
agree that every pesticide United_States to obtain a regis-

ing pesticides would be more pesticide itself or with the
expensive, crop production chemical companies. Without

wishes to see fish and wildlife or for that matter, a study from

be severely affected. Remain. any problems, either with the

should be reviewed and, if tration for a pesticide and see would
potential hazards are found,

how far you get. In a nutshell,

be

without a

decreased

doubt,

and,

consumer

Continued On Next Page

New Size Containers

Pass Your FAA
Written
With...

Of:
Tordon 22 K +
Tordon 2 K Herbicides

GUARANTEED

W....&....:*='.'.

WEEKEND
COURSES

These new size containers will

.•K

encourage growers to try

4

TORDON on a typical weed

2

~Simillm Ug

area with a minimum

PRIVATE

INSTRUMENT

MAY

30,31

MAY

2,3

JULY

25,26

AOG.

29,30

OCT.

investment. When your growers

COMMERCIAL
APRIL
JULY

4,5
18,19

see the results of applyirig
TORDON* Herbicides for

thefhsely,fis, they-will be quick to
adopt TORDON Herbicides for

widespread application.

17,18

Commercial & Instrument $145
Private $135

Distributed by:

wEZ) ( Wilbur-Ems

Permanently Based At Minot Int'I Airport

PHONE 701/852-4092
April 1981

•

MINOT. ND
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0. Box 2159
1 NI'not, NO 58701
Phone (701) 852-5199
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Testifying on behalf of chemicals

takes time, money and lots of work
~

Cont. From Page Five

~

...

'

benefit data. pesticides will not

'It is vital that growers

~to~i~a~that growers communicate benefits of the

communicate benefits - - -'

RPAR'd pesticides of EPA. The
RPAR procedure has a built-in

product would have on your 4.We have to work together to
ability to grow crops. Would it
save those products that

as published in the Federaf
Register, is a section titled
"Benefit Information." Inter-

grow the 'crop? How much
would the local economy suffer? Would growers, farm
laborers, and other workers
be put out of work? How

provision for growers and other
affected parties to do iust this.
Included in each RPAR notice

ested parties are invited to

be economically difficult to

many?

submit information on product • Send your letter to the Washbenefits, which will be weighed ington, D.C., address provided

against the risks before the

final RPAR decision is made. If
the benefits - as submitted bY

for the specific product involv-

SOUTH DAKOTA
Dr. Leon Wood
Extension Plant Pathologist
The following is a list of USDA South Dakota State University
pesticide benefits coordinators Brookings, SD 57006
for each NAWG-member state: 605-688-5156
USDA Pesticide Benefits
Coordinators
in NAWG States

ed. A special reference notation is provided for each pro-

to requests or public comment
published in the Federal

about RPAR and the RPAR 220 Coffee Hall

devise acommunicatons chain

threat to agriculture.

to advise members when to re5-

procedure is alive and well in St. Paul, MN 55101
Washington. It is a grave 612-373-0751

.'

pond to comment opportunities. 2.The EPA will be responsible
True to the creed of a for obtaining all risk data on
bureaucracy, they ask for three RPAR candidate products, incopies. Handwritten letters are
cluding human and animal

perfectly acceptable - may

answers in numbers wherever

MONTANA

Mr Mike Jackson
Extension Weed Specialist
Leon Johnson Hall
Montana State University

en- Bozeman, MT 59715 '

3.The EPA will not be responsible for obtaining the benefit NORTH bAKOTA
and
crops
specific
•Indicate
data on RPAR candidate pro- Dr. John Nalewaja, Professor
pests to be controlled.
ducts. The manufacturer must Agronomy Department
• Give information on the effect

the loss of the roducts in ques-, provide adequate information
tion will have on crop yields to rebut the presumption of
and/or quality (in tons, risk and the grower, propounds, bushels and dollars cessor, shipper, distributor,
research and extension
per acre).
worker and trade associations
efthe
on
information
• Provide
~eact~v~erniess(~~id cost of alter- must provide benefitinforma-

tion to the EPA as well as to
elected representatives in

• Provide information on the efWashington.
feet the loss of the RPAR'd
.......................................................
.
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West Central Airways
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Fergus Falls Airport
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( Reprinted with permission
of The Wheat Grower)

We understand

the business
aircraft
service needs.
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trot, Bonom Loading System, T.E. Spray
System (41 Nozzles), Cool Seat & Ext. Plug,
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Elliott Beechcraft is one of the

100TTA&E, 80 Gal. Fuel, Direct Drive
Starter. 24V. Nav Lights, Solid Systems Con-

CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICE QUOTE AND
FOR
SPECIAL
INTEREST
RATE
QUALIFIED BUYERS!

.
0

5 . : ic==1---

FOR SALE:
1979 G-1648 450.

Ext. Plug.

largest ftxed based opetations in the
region. We built our company to meet

the needs of the corporate pilot and
business executive pilot. We understand

that your investment in a plane is a very
serious business investment and it cannot make you money when it's down.
When you bring your airplane to
Elliott, you can assume that it will be
fixed once and fixed right. That the

work will be done on time and on

1969 G-164A - R-1340.
3850 TTAF, 750 SMOH, 350 STOH, Ext. Wing,
80 Gal. Fuel, D.D. Starter. 24 Volt, Nav
Lights, External Plug, Heavy Gear, Combination Solids & New S.S. Trailing Edge
Spray System (57 nozzles with shutoffs),
New Battery. Tail Fabric & Tips. Bottom
Loading New Fiberglass Hopper with Twin
Trombone Vents. Flagger. Excellent
maintenance history, New ProE£ March 1981
Annual .

$47,000.00

estimate. That's just the way Elliott
Beechcraft does business.
With over $250,000 worth of

parts inventory, the latest equipment for
your plane and technicians with the
finest training, it all combines to provide
you with the most reliable service at a
reasonable rate.
We understand why you bought
your airplane.

Because time is money!

.

!

PIPER

:

Call Toll Free:
N.D. 1-800-732-4292
Other 1-800-437-5319

Deck Flying Service

~Sechc~

Ron Deck

Box 675

West Central Airways
Phone(218) 736-3764

307-766-4133

Sales - Service - Parts

0

* Maior Engine & Airframe Repair

Fergus Falls, MN

AG-CAT

FTO or Pick Up Al Factory. 80 Gal. Direct
Drive Starter, 24 V, Nav Lights, Solid
System s Control, Bolom Loading System,
Will Have Superboom Installed, Cool Seat &

.

P.O. Box 432

Gulfstream American

e
I
0
Ir

* Flight Training * Charter Flights i

* Large Stock of Parts

eck Flying ServIc

1979 G-1648 450

.

* Annual Inspections

Box 3354

University Station
Laramie, WY 82071

1/4 X D 4

0

.

* New & Used Aircraft

WYOMING
Dr. Alvin Gale
Division of Plant Science
College of Agriculture

406-994-4601

possible.

..........................................................
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even be preferable. Provides

toxicity and overall
vironmental effects.

701-237-7654

should be savea.

COLORADO
Dr. Bert Bohmont
growers, shippers, processors, duet.
Colorado
State University
research and extension o Secondly, send copies of the Fort Collins,
CO 80523
workers and other affected par- letter to your U.S. Senators Send copies to:
ties -outweight the risks, the
It might Dr. Hugh Henderson
product has a chance for suf and Representatives. perso
nal 303-491-5237
a
add
to
help
also
vival ! If not, the product willtte
in
help
their
for
pleading
note
lost! No matter how beneficial
MINNESOTA
the product, if no benefit letters saving the product.
reach EPA a minor risk could eLast, but not necessarily least, Dr. Phillip K. Harein
please send copies to your Department of Entomology
kill the product.
state and national association Fisheries & Wildlife
How can you communicate
Agricultural Experiment
information on benefits of the offices.
RPAR'd pesticide? First, send
Station
,
Summary a letter to the EPA in response 1.The EPA is deadly serious University of Minnesota

Register. The NAWG office will

Agricultural Experiment
Station
North Dakota State University
Fargo, ND 58102

.

Hillsboro, N.D. 58045
Off : 436-5880-Res. 436-5921

•

Beechcraft Sales Service
Flying Cloud Airport
13801 Pioneerr Trail

Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 944-1200

MNWats (800) 862-6090

.......................................................
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penses

has been defined
court decisions to '
When is through
mean that a private pilot may
an operation

considered

friend and building some flying passenger for compensation.

time toward his commercial - Additionally, the pilot would be
certificate. But, if the pilot had - in noncompliance because he'

0

was employed by the operator
and was carrying a passenger
that had paid for the flight.

e

Company owned aircraft are
another problem. When one

to be under
air taxi

rules?

D.*:5*~ 130>

company carries persons or
property for another and there
~ no compensation, it is an
operation under the rules of
Part 91. On the other hand, if

the business is compensated, it

A question often asked at the
district office is: When is an take passengers with him and, planned to attend the meeting,

becomes an Air Taxi operation
and requires an operating cer-

under Air Tax rules, FAR Part
135, and when may a person
opera te under Genera 1
Operating Rules, Part 91? Un-

as long as the pilot does not provide the flight merely for the
convenience of his passengers.
In one case, a private pilot took

circumstances, this can be confusing. Generally, a person is
required to operate under the
rules of Part 135 if the flight in-

The friend paid for the fuel but'
did not pay the pilot for his
service. The court ruled that
the pilot was compensated in

specifications. There is one exception - a member of the National Business Aircraft
Association can get an exemption from the requirements of
Part 135 if they make proper
application through the as60ciation.
If there is any doubt about

operation considered to be share the direct operating costs hecould have shared the direct tificate

fortunately,

under

certain a friend to a business meeting.

operating costs of the flight.
Direct operating costs include
such items as fuel, oil, tie-down
fees, etc.
Another example of a legal
Part__91 operation is demonstrated in the case ofthe individual that rents an aircraft
for his own use, then hires

and

operations

4

volves the carrying of persons that he was "building time". a commercial pilot to fly it for the legality of a proposed

or property for compensation The key point in this case was him. However, the situation operation, it is best to contact
that the pilot had no purpose in becomes illegal if the renter of the local Flight Standards
or hire.
FAR 61.118(b) allows a going to the meeting other than the aircraft also provides the District Office (formerly the
private pilot to "share ex- providing an economical pilot. In this case, the renter GADO) and get a clarification
pe~ses". A sharing of the ex- means of transportation for his ( operator) is carrying a before the flight.

Visual

]* 1.-,R 11 ; 1&,~EW;,11]·1] Ul, 1,4

monitors
The FAA has recently en-

'

40 Lessons in

c ,/ ·-·'4 1 1, . 1,39& .A. V.g '1 f 0 : 14. 9 =Fl,-14 airborne
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couraged operators of avia-

transmitters. Air traffic control

~~

facilities have reported several
systems errors as a result
of continuously keyed micro- 4 ·$31 1~
phones resulting in the in- ~ * " 1
ability to communicate with f-

79.

62*74*a
01 &48#5 5 4*«4·.,6/
/; 4 /
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tions.

They

usually

...

...

occur

Benefits of the visual monitor

reduced

3·:4.~9;

operating

**4*

A i

costs, prevention of premature

failures and transmitter operation can be verified during
preflight and inflight situa-

4

tions. Avionics repair facilities
or the Fargo FSDO may be con-

standards
and certain other

All pilots
airmen have to meet minimum
prescribed medical standards.

Recently it has been noted that

there seems to be an increase of
pilots performing duties requiring a medical certificate when
that certificate is no longer
valid. It is your responsibility

4

vi

,
7

~L ~0 _ i ' ;

F )

not far away.
The National Transportation

Safety Board has investigated

the use of airborne weather
radar in two major accidents

**u

*~*36
#' 4 4 I ..2*

v +

of the limitations of this system
are worthwhile as we approach
spring.

Most, if not all, of the current
radar systems operate in the X-

band

frequency

"Studies

show

range.

that these
comparatively

systems are
4 61 susceptible to attenuation by
6 1 water vapor and precipitation.
~ ~,~<
This may be particularly true
when precipitation covers the
L.

j

tacted for further information.

Medicine

Many aircraft in North
Dakota are now equipped with
airborne weather radar. While

recently. We felt that a review

without the knowledge of the
operator.
include

radar---

radar and thunderstorms are
J not very much in mind during
4.Li~ ~Utte~~o~eeqsksr~~~sthes_

caused by sticking microphone Congratulations on work well done, as NDAA secretary Jack
buttons, operators sitting on Daniels presented Bob Odegaard the past presidents plague durmicrophones, mikes wedged in ing the January Awards banquet.

seats and equipment malfunc-

weather

antenna radome. If a pilot fails

2-. C«„1

to consider this limitation, he

Barbara Baltzer accepts plague commemorating service of Vern
Baltzer, now deceased, to NDAA Aviation. Jack Daniels, NDAA
Executive Secretary, presented plague at the January convention
m Bismarck.

may misinterpret the display in
the process, which is a significant reason why airborne radar

should not be used as a stornn

penetration aid. For maximum

Annual accident
review released

effectiveness, interpretation of
X-band radar displays should

be accomplished when the aircraft is in areas free of water
vapor or precipitation."

Three important lessons
be learned from the Air
must
The National Transportation tributing factors
Metroliner crash at
Wisconsin
causes
and
its
types
issued
has
**Accident
Board
Safety
if it is expired or denied.
Valley, Nebraska on June 12,
Remember, medical cer- statistical "Annual Review of by category of aircraft
**Specialized data such as 1980. First, airborne weather
tificates expire at the end of the Aircraft Accident Data, U.S.
radar cannot and should not be
month rather than on the an- General Aviation, Calendar location, pilot flight time, etc.
used to penetrate severe
1978."
Safety
the
of
Year
copies
Single
were
niversary of the date they
weather. Secondly, existing airprinted
complete
Board's
Pilot
review
ial
annual
Board's
The
Commerc
For
issued.
privileges, the Class II medical breaks down these statistics in report may be obtained without borne weather radar cannot be

to keep your medical certificate current and not to flv

certificate must have been 198 pages of analysis, tables charge by writing
issued within the previous 12
calendar months. For Private
Pilot privileges, the medical

certificate must have been

issued within the previous 24
calendar months. Pull that
medical certificate and have a
look. Is it still valid?
-April i-ggl

to the relied upon exclusively for

and graphs. These breakdowns Publications Branch, National
provide such further statistical Transportation Safety Board,
Washington, D.C. 20594. Multiinformation as...
**Accident totals and rates ple copies may be purchased by
by kind of general aviation fly- mail from the National
ing
Technical Information service,
U.S: Department of Commerce,
**Totals by type of accident
**Probable cause and con- Springfield, Virginia 22161.
RelativeWind

severe weather detection and
avoidance in all circumstances.
Third, when atmospheric conditions exist which would limit
the capabilities of airborne

weather radar, the flight crew

must seek additional assistance
from Air Traffic Control.
Page 7
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the cockpit and groped in vain for the safety belt, take a good look

Wanna know how

at the instruments, both of them. The one on the right is a
tachometer. It doesn't work, the other is an altimeter and func-

tioned perfectly well until 1918, when the hand came off. Look at
them now for when the engine starts you can't see them.
THROTTLE CONTROL: Don't bother. The engine is either off

or on.

C ~/3

STARTING THE MOTOR: The switch is on the right. It
diesn't work because it isn't connected. However, it gives the

mechanic a sense of confidence when he is pulling the prop
through, as he can hear the switch click when you say "switcn
on."

WARMING UP: Don't warm up the engine. It will only run a

-

few minutes anyway and the longer it runs on the ground the less

flying time you have. After the throttle is open do not expose any
part of your body outside the cowling. It is no fun having your face

slapped by a flaying rocker arm or bits of pistons peppering you
along with small parts of valves, rings, etc., that are always coming out of the exhaust stacks.
THE TAKE-OFF: The take-off is in direct defiance of the laws

Pt,#df~1980

of nature. If you have a passenger, don't try it. If you can keep the

to fly a Jenny?
INSPECTION: It is best not to inspect this ship. If you do,

engine running long enough, you will after a short wait achieve
seems to be traveling real fast move control stick in various direcflying speed ( this is a misnomer). In any event, when the plane

.

tions until you get the effect you want. If plane leaves the ground

try and remember what you did in case you ever want to try

again.
THE FLIGHT: After you have dodged trees, windmills and
CAMERA MOUNT: Lash camera to left wing-tip skid with chimneys until you are over the lake,
you will see a large hole in
light wire. Don't bother aiming cameria as vibration will make it the left side of the fuselage. This
hole
is to allow the stick to be
useless anyway. Try to avoid banking to the left with camera in moved far enough to make a left
turn. Don't try one to the right,
position. Also a good idea to avoid right banks too.
THE LANDING: The landing is made in accordance with the
CLIMBING IN COCKPIT: Do not attempt to enter the cockpit laws of gravity. If the landing
in the usual way. If you put your weight on the lower wing panel it bounce, don't worry...it will gear doesn't collapse on the first
on the second. After you have exwill fall off. And besides yourfoot will go through the wing, pro- tracted yourself from the wreckage
and helped the spectators put
bably breaking your leg. The best way to enter the cockpit is to out the fire, with a nonchala
nt shrug walk (don't run) disdainfully

you'll never get into it.

climb over the tail surfaces and crawl up the turtle back. Be sure away.
to brush out the gopher and squirrel nests out of the cockpit. Take

care not to cut your hands on the remains of the windshield.

INSTRUMENT: After having carefully lowered yourself into

(Courtesy of Bill "Red Baron" Truver, president of the Illinois Wing of the OX-5 Aviation Pioneers)

It's best to keep in touch
H

We are often reminded that
the job at hand is not finished
until the paperwork is done. Of
course, few of us like to shuffle
papers. That often seems like
the unproductive side of an
otherwise profitable endeavor.
But, keeping addresses current'
and paperwork up could yield

J

clude a fee of $5.00 by check or
money order. Until the permanent Certificate of Aircraft
Registration AC Form 8050-3 is
received from the FAA, the
pink copy of the Application
serves as a temporary certificate for 120 days. It should
be placed in the Aircraft. The

tangible benefits for pilots and owner of an aircraft which has

aircraft owners. Being able to been destroyed, scrapped or
contact you may be most sold, should notify the FAA by

dissemination

may be compensated for in
various ways, all of which contribute to better airmanshipi

For additional information,
contact the General Aviation or

fly with a faulty radio. In the
dark, it is your lifeline. If you

Flight Standards District Office nearest you.

allowed

tenance"

valuable istration and mail it to the are

evidence of ownership and inA&PINl YEAR!
Unique Practical Training
BECAUSE
Our FAA Approved A&P School is
combined with our FAA Approved
Repair Station.
- Approved For Veterans -4-

cautioned

their

that

main- lose visual acuity when tired, or

aircraft at altitude. Avoid flying alone

torque at night; if you have no compa-

may become progressively in- ground facilities. Never guess

Periodic inspection and serv- tion. If you have any doubts,
icing is necessary for accurate ask for assistance from FSS.
torque readings. Your dealer
on manufacturer's representative should be able to advise
C[J
you where to have this done.
NARCO

When Pigeongrass and
Broadleafs threaten

Sales & Service Center
New & Used Avionics
Try NARCO DME 890

in your aircraft,

Free of charge...

spring wheat...

4 Channel Hand Held
Aviation Portable
Tranceiver: $275.00

with rack & charger

START
THE gam
pede

Air Ag Autoflagman
$290.00 to $390.00
ANNUAL INSPECTIONS
ENGINEOVERHAULS
AG PLANE INSPECTIONS

postemergence herbicide

ROHM /1~
n
WHAAS~:s

PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19105

Transponder

Aohm and Haas Company

Agricultural CRemic® .
RO Box 85• Minof,*ID 58701

&

Altimeter Testing

LAKE REGION
AVIATION INC.
701-662-4681
Box 163
Devils Lake, ND 58301
RS DO 4-5

P.O. Box 5534, SUS
Fargo, N D 58105 - 701-237-5305

.

on

accurate as time goes on. or be casual about your posi-

Dakota
Aero Tech, Inc.

L

"preventive

for changing spark plugs - point to converse with the

Classes Starting In
January-March- June . September
Write Or Call:

Page 8

that flying can be fatiguing to

wrenches - such as those used nion to converse with, make a

out on some information and it as pilots are required to notify

the FAA of a permanent
change of mailing address
within 30 days of such change
by writing to:
Federal Aviation Administration (Airman Regis-

have any radio problems, land

at the nearest airport.

Pilots who choose to perform the eyes, and that many people

Technical Data, Regulation FAA Aircraft Registry as soon
changes or Educational Pro- as possible.
grams. It may be costly to miss
Aircraft registrants as well

may even effect your safety.
The following information may
be helpful:
The Purchaser of an aircraft
must apply for a Certificate of
Aircraft Registration from the
FFA Aircraft Registry, P.O.
Box 25504,- Oklahoma · · City,
Oklahoma 73125 before it may
be legally flown. The Aircraft
Registration, Application, AC
Form 8050-1 may De obtained
from any General Aviation
District Office.
When applying for a Certificate of Aircraft ~ Registration, submit an Aircraft Bill of
Sale, AC Form 8050-2 or other

COMMUNICATIONS: Do n6t

ALERTNESS: Stop flying
before you get tired. Recognize

Torque...

Directives, Certificate of Aircraft Reg-

of

The loss of visual reference in

the night flying environment

tration Aircraft Registration Branch for Pilots and P.O.
Box 25082 Mechanics) Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125.

beneficial in cases of new completing the back side of the
Airworthiness

Night flying ...

Relative Wind
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their airport authority. The members will meet to select a

chairman in the near future and also decide on realignment
of their runway.

"po~-50

Heavy thinkers?

LAMOURE ... plans are for runway crack sealing with a
rubberized material in the early spring. Also the land around
the airport is being considered for irrigation. Information

was sent out to the airport authority to insure that the
sprinkler units will not come too close to the runway and

0

violate safety zones. It is important to have lateral

4.0

obstruction free clearance alongside your runway so that if
the plane drifts off center that there are no machinery or air-

craft to collide with. The safety surface recommended is go

125' laterally from the centerline and then a 7:1 rising transitional surface.

TURTLE LAKE...is reviewing a site one mile southwest
of town for an airport site. The site would accommodate a
3000' turf E-W runway. The land lease agreement must be

General aviation
around the state

ironed out before work gan be started to grade a runway.

STERLING... this open-to-public airport had about 600
landings in 1980. Possible 306' extension, hangar development and windsock positioning are planned. Future runway

lights are possible but a power line must be marked since it
lies in the approach zone.

ROLLA...is still awaiting FCC approval for their NDB frequency. The runway has 2" cracks and it has been a bad year

BOTTINEAU . .-. the frost heaving at this airport has caused the runway to become uneven. Caution is advised so that
pilots should be aware of its condition. Hope for construction

due to frost heaving for crackage on runways.

LANGDON ...a 40' power line is being constructed 1,255'
north of the runway at the airport. It is outside the clear zone

on the airport to alleviate this problem may be delayed until

a new ADAP bill in Congress is approved. We again must ad-

and will be marked with balls as soon as the utility company

vise airport people to voice their opinions to governmental
people so that airport aid will not be reduced in their present
budget cutting policies.

receives them. Pilots take note of this change if you are fly-

ing to Langdon.

STEELE... the city council has appointed members for

Dealing
with

0~

1

C

an

intentional
stall
is much

:

V.

di*(Uent 6
for the
student

G

During student training, districted by the airport en- '

...
...
'The initial reaction to an
unexpected stall is one of surprise'

stalls are usually conducted vironment, and his concentraunder the watchful eye of an in- tion on aircraft perfor-

structor. The student can keep mance/control.

his eye on the airspeed inThe initial reaction to an
dicator, keep the ball centered unexpected stall is one of surand learn to predict the mo- prise.

If the pilot fails to

ment that the noise will drop. recognize and react at the onset

This is always done at a of the stall, he may have insuf-

comfortable altitude.

Dealing with an intentional
stall is much different from
dealing with an unexpected
one. A pilot should explore the
stall parameters of each aircraft he flies and he should be
familiar with its slow flight

ficient altitude to recover once

the stall occurs. He may aggravate the situation by YANKING AFT AGAINST THE
S-TOP, He may not be used to
initiating stall recovery at low
aititu(ie, so the thought of
pushing the nose down at the

characteristics and handing earth isn't inviting.

qualities in various configuraA pilot experiencing his first
tions. First-hand experience unexpected spin is likely to be

will help the pilot to recognize
the onset of a stall and develop r
recovery technique skills.

stress. A spin because of its

a spin if the pilot releases all

abrupt nature, rapid rotation

controls. Specific recovery pro-

and general disorienting effect

cedures vary among aircraft,

than a stall. Recovery procedure calls for POWER REQUCTION, NEUTRAL AILERONS, FULL OPPOSITE RUDDER FROM THE DIRECTION
OF ROTATION, FORWARD
ELEVATOR, AND NEUTRAL
RUDDER WHEN ROTATION
STOPS, FOLLOWED BY RECOVERY FROM THE DIVE:

manufacturer's recommendations.
Each pilot should analyze his
skills and recognize whether he
is proficient in handling his own
aircraft, especially stall
recognition and recovery.
REMEMBER, A SPIN CANNOT OCCUR WITHOUT A
STALL.

.0
77/le
<5%19*
ELECTRIC DRILLS

Once student training is com-

associate them with spins. That

kind of fear can create a reluctance to practice stalls so as to
maintain proficiency in dealing

.6

.4

with them. Lack of proficiency

can be serious when the real

* I

.# .. ,1

Pick From 1/4" N 3/8" Drill<
"All Angle", High-Speed; ReversIng
Switches, Variable Speed, Heavy Duty-

l

Whatever Your Need - We've got The Drill!

f

1

thfng happens and those fears

can become a reality.
The

takeoff

and

landing j

j

if a pilot allows a stall/spin to Bill Beeks, outgoing NDAA
develop. The aircraft is low and president, conducts annual

slow and the pilot's attention is meeting during January convo.
April 1981

~

is considerably more violent so always follow the aircraft

pleted, stalls are approached
with a certain amount of anxiety by some pilots because they

phase are particularly serious t

I

under a considerable amount·of some aircraft will recover from

Relative Wind
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TASCO AVIATION SUPPLY
244 FIllmore Ave. E. - St. Paul, MN 55107
612-224-5788
Page 9
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Pilots can save taxes with

6.=25'.

I

new, improved taxlog book
A book that has helped tion tax deductions, plus comthousands of pilots save taxes is plete instructions for using the
now available in a completely forms.' You can record your

Guide". This new book will
come out after Congress concludes its current session

revised edition. "Pilot's Tax-

deductions at the same time as

(which may enact changes in

logbook and IRS tax record,
has been impr6ved in

mati6n is fresh in your mind thus meeting IRS requirements

dated yearly.
With the new format, "Tax-

"Whether you own, lease, or
rent aircraft, the tax savings
available to you can be
substantial," says the foreword

Taxlog was created by Jay improvement in itself. "Pilot's
Knepp, a private pilot and CPA. Tax Guide" will sell for $5.95.
With two books instead of
However, many of the improvements in the new edition one, pilots can use their "Tax-

of understanding the rules - as
directed by the Internal
Revenue Service - and making

The biggest change is the saving informa tion and advice
book's new format: It now con- by reading each year's "Tax
tains _only the record-keeping Guide".
forms„,instructions, and filled"Taxlog" is now much more
in examples - all greatly ex- comprehensive. Thirty-four
panded to better serve the kinds of forms appear in the
requirements of both the FAA fourth edition -twice as many
and the IRS. The tax informa- as in the past. In addition to the
tion and ".Taxtips" that former- basic flight and tax informaly appeared in Taxlog will be tion, pilots can now recofd in
published in much greater one place all kinds of informa-

log",

a

,-"S©

combination flight your flight data, while the infor- the tax law) and then will be-up-

"contemporaneous" log's" price has been reduced
numerous ways to make it for
records.
from $14.95 to $9.95, quite an
more useful to all pilots.

David E. Wachal

Promotion:

David E. Wachal, Vice Presiin this new, fourth -tedition of' resulted ffom suggestions sub- log" more than one year, yet
Taxlog. "It's simply a matter mitted by users of past editions. keep abreast of current tax- dent - Finance, American

those rules work for you, not
against you."

Taxlog is a dual-purpose
book. It allows pilots to record
all of the flight and aircraft
data required by FAR's on
-clearly designed log pages. But
unlike other logbooks, Taxlog

] also contains forms for docu- depth, in a new companion
menting

possible

all

volume entitled "Pilot's Tax

avia-

New detinition
...

f

According to the Kansas C.A.
Flown by 96 percent of the
Vues, general aviation is grow- pilots
ing to the point where it has outFlying 79 percent of the civil

p Here's a different way to ex- cent oftheair travelers to
press the magnitude of our
100 percent of the nation's
' growing industry.
airports.
General aviation is:
98 percent of the airplanes
(Arizona Aeronautics Division)

'

~ with this appointment, he was

promoted to the rank of Colonel. Before this appointment,
Wachal had served as Interim
lion they might otherwise seat- Wing Commander for six monter throughout various logs ths and Deputy Wing Comderfor two years.
files, and stacks of paper - for man
Civil Air Patrol (CAP),
The
example, aircraft statistics and an auxiliary
of the United
performance data, depreciais engaged in
Force,
Air
States
tion records, total flight time
search
and
rescue,
aerospace
(by category, class, or type),
and cadet activities
tax deductible auto mileage education,
c6nnected with flying, and in- in the State of North Dakota. In

, grown its traditional definition flight hours
formation on getting refunds of
of "all flying except the Covering 71 percent of the up to 10 cents per gallon on
military and commercial airplane miles
state aviation fuel taxes.
airlines."
Carrying more than 50 perIn addition, all forms used in

j

Crystal Sugar Company,
Moorhead, Minnesota, was appointed Commander of the
North Dakota Wing, Civil Air
Patrol by the National Executive Committee at Maxwell
AFB, .Alabama. Concurrent

past editions have been
redesigned for easier use, and
the whole book has been
redesigned to give it a more
contemporary look.
"Pilot's Taxlog" is.6 by 9

this position, Wachal is the
commander officer of the North
Dakota Wing. The North
Dakota Civil Air Patrol has six

airplanes located throughout
the State of North Dakota, and

performs essentially all aerial
search activities requested by
any governmental authority.
These activities include sear-

ches for downed aircraft, lost

inches, 128 pages, bound in a hunters and children, river

-durable green hardcover. The flood

patrol

and

aerial

book, which is tax deductible [ radiological monitoring in a
itself, is available from Prairie . , war-time environment.
West Publications, P.O. Box
832, Wahpeton, ND 58075 at a

Wachal is an instrumentrated pilot, has approximately

cost of $9.95 plus 30¢ tax for 1,300 hours flying time, has
each copy.
been a pilot since 1967 and

f

resides in Fargo.

/

1
A winning couple. When Dane Wakefield was honored by NDAA

for his contribution to that organization and to aviation in the state

C---~---~/----\

'1:1

history.
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WE SPECIALIZE IN MAGNAFLUX
ZYGLO AND CYLINDER REWORK
SAFETY BELTS, FILTERS & SPARK PLUGS

44CH,-11InG

111

1 1
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3 EC HERBICIDE

New for
Wheat and Barley ..
without harming the crop.

mt

1 PWAIA,iwi-

AIRFRA-ME POWERPLANT • AccESORIES
AND MANYe OTHER SPECIALIZED SERVICES

HOELON: itdoes more.

"A RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE"
Distributed by Wilbur-Ellis Co.
605 4th Ave. NW, Minot, N D 58701
Phone (701) 852-5199

11.1.1.111.1 11111111111111
Hector Field - Box 5534 State University Station - Fargo, ND 58105
Dial (701) 237-5305 - FAA Repair Station No. DO+10
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Now just one product controls wild oats
PLUS pigeongrass... new HOELON. Just
spray it and forget it. No incorporation!
Great control of annual grasses

at discount prices.
DAKOTA 8E

V
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LIFT STRUT FORK A.D. .PROBLEMS?

r I: .p
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of North Dakota, NDAA was pleased that Dan's wife, Victoria was
also on hand. After receiving the honor at the January' annual
meeting Dan and Victoria posed to record the moment in NDAA
·
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Farmers may get

>want

The experimental herbicide

limitations, an experimental is limited to controlling wild oat -i
postemergence
herbicide only, it can't be mixed with iSelective
screened for three years at

North Dakota State University

may have its place in fighting
wild oats, North Dakota's worst

weed pest.

Dr. S.D. Miller, NDSU weed

Cessna 150, 1966, 100 HP, Days

call 663-7966, evenings ca-11 667-

ads

-ild oat control
OMAHA - Even with some ~

FOR SALE

1807. Mandan Airport. Blue &
white 6456F.

WANTED

Student Proiects For
broadleaf weed controlling her- IRecovering And Refurbishing bicides and barley is marginal- 1Also Engine Overhauls - Contact: Dakota Aero Tech., Box
ly tolerant to the herbicide.
The herbicide didn't look as 5534, Fargo, ND 58105 - (701)
good this year as it did in 1978 237-5305

FOR SALE
C172,1959, 1360, SMOH, Dec.

annual, FGP, MK 111, Pants Interior, Good Paint, Average,
No Damage. (701) 776-2143

after 6 p. m.
and 1979. But most herbicides .I .Ii-------Ii----Ii----I~

control researcher, reported on did not perform as well under 1
SD-45328 atthe annual meeting this year's dry conditions as in ,

1
Want To SELL Or BUY Something?
of the North Central Weed Con- previous years, Miller pointed , I
Use A "RELATIVE WIND"Classified
out.
trol Conference here.
~
word
per
or.75
um
minim
$15.00
only
aid
The experimental herbicide
Miller and colleagues used 1 Ad. Pre-P

gives up to 90 percent control of four different formulations of I
wild oat when applied at the the experimental and one - for- 1
four-leaf stage of wild oat. This

mulation 66ntaining -different I

later application gives the
farmer a little more time in the
busy springtime to apply the
herbicide.

amounts of emulsifiers and ad- li
ditives gave consistently good ,
wild oat control at the four loca- ,

Shell Development, the her-

tions tested: Fargo, Williston,
Minot and Langdon. The

I

the environmental

Il

($10.00 min. or .50 for NDAA members)

,

Fill in the blanks and mail your check To:
Prairie West Publications, Box 832,
Wahpeton, ND 58075

1
l
1

1

1
1

bicide's producer, apparently emulsifiers and additives ap- 1
is convinced of a place for its parently can overcome some of I

product in the market. The

problems

company plans to register and posed this year at least.
SD-45328 will not mix with
clear the product for use in
controlling wild oat in small such broadleaf weed control

grains. It would supplement herbicides as 2,4-D, MCPA and

such herbicides as Far-go, Car- bromoxynil. When mixed with
byne, Hoelon and Avenge. Far- these

herbicides,

the

ex-

,
1
,

,

and Carbyne and Hoelon ap- drops to about 50 percent.
Spring wheat and durum
effective control. Avenge is ap. tolerance to the experimental is
plied at the 3 to 5 leaf stage and excellent. But applied -at the 4

I
1
1

gives excellent wild oat control leaf stage of wild oat in barley,
in barley but is marginal on the experimental really "zaps"
wheat. It is cleared only on four the barley plant.

15.75/10.50

16.50/11.00

19.50/13.00

20.25/13.50

21.00/14.00

23.25/1550

24.00/16.00

&4.75/16.50

17.25/11.50

I

,

18.00/12.00

18.75/12.50

~

21.75/14.50

22.50/15.00

~

26.25/17.5

1

I

go is applied pre-emergence perimental's control of wild oat

plied at the 1 to 3 leaf stage for

,soonooo

1

~

1
0

Check One:
D FOR SALE

0 WANTEDTOBUY

1 0 JOB OPPORTUNITY

spring wheat varieties.

25.50/17.00

~

I

El POSITION WANTED

~

[3

E FOR RENT/LEASE
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Join NDAA

I

the windmills A

of my mind
by patricia estes

I spent a day in Minot in July to gather material for a

story on the Minot airport. I hope to run features on every
N.D. airport of every size in Relative Wind some day. This
time it just worked out that I was in the Minot area.
I am also hoping to do profiles on all of the Aeronautic
Commissioners andthose who serve on the Weather Modification Board.
Our goal is to have at least one live feature in each issue.
If a few more advertising dollars roll in, we could expand to

12 pages and run more news and features.

If Relative Wind readers have story ideas on people,
places and events in North Dakota aviation, drop me a line at
Box 832, Wahpeton, N.D.
And as you are reading this issue, if you aren't currently
a member of the North Dakota Aviation Association, please
think of joining and carrying your fair share. That Associa-

tion is helping to fund this magazine each month which

comes to you FREE. That group lobbies on a state and

federallevel on aviation issues.

One last thought...if you know someone who might
become an advertiser in Relative Wind, we'd welcome that
information too.

This is YOUR magazine. It is intended to be the voice of
aviation in North Dakota. Let's hear from you.

Are you a current paid up creasing regulations, problems
member of NDAA? If not, why caused by spiraling inflation.
not? NDAA is the state
NDAA provides a voice for

organization working for the members facing these issues.
aviation industry.
NDAA actively researches
NDAA is ready to lobby for solutions.

needed state legislation or to
What's that saying? If you
speak out on issues that affect are not part of the solution, you
the aviation industry.
are part of the problem?
NDAA belongs to the national

association and provides a

voice in Washington for you.
Aviation is facing some
critical issues... fuel, in-

Just fill out the blank below.
Forward your dues and
subscription money for
Relative Wind or we'll bill you.

Please complete all information pertaining to you:

1
1
I
,

Industrial member

1

Associate member

- Dues $25

1
1

Pilot member

~

I

1

1
1

,

- Dues $100

1
-

Dues $25 '

Name:
Address

State -.._

1

Dues $75

Regular member

~

1
1
1

1

_~

1

~

Mailto:.: Larry Lindrud

,

1

1

Box 820

Wahpeton, N.D. 58075

,

1981 is off to a pretty good start
The Accident Box
Jan.

Accidents
Fatal Accidents
Fatalities

0
0
0

1981

were reported during January. drifting snow, frozen finger cross-country (especially stuWith the lack of snow, wind drifts and crosswind condi- dent type operations), call

0 and winter-like conditions, we tions. When snow is received
0 have not had our usual number during any winter, the potential
0 of takeoff and landing ac- is there. Monitor runway condi-

ahead and become informed of
destination airport conditions. I
know many pilots who now say

cidents resulting from a loss of tions closely and be prepared to they wish they would have call-

From an aviation safety aircraft directional control by immediately plow the runway ed ahead.
standpoint, 1981 is off to a pret- the pilot. The problem usually or NOTAM the airport with the
From F.S.D.O.
ty good start. No accidents results from a combination of area FSS. Before takeoff on a
April 1981
Pagell
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THE PRIME

STOPPER
IS HERE!
4.

78%

INTEREST!

'-5X

,,

Cessna 152

:..

Cessna Cut/ass AG

Cessna Skyhawk

1

00

..

For all the details, SEE YOUR CESSNA

DEALER or call toll free

,

1,

.:

00

00

..

800/835-2246 (in Kansas,

800/362-2421), and ask for
Operator 600.

00

Leave your name, address and phone

number, -and you'll be contacted by a

..

..

..

I

Cessna Dealer

Don't wait! Take advantage now of the
CESSNA PRIME STOPPER... FINANCING AT 117/8%!

]

FLYCESSNR
77~e HA,** At,nt)1 1&~sness,4,*,e

n

,

.
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